




Ares 2 – by Parapente Vuelo Libre magazine (Spain)

Alexandre Paux and the industrial push of one the Czech manufacturers with the most 
technological renovation in the last years, explain why Sky is ever present in the international 
market year after year. In the hands of Paco Guerra, Sky has now arrived in Spain. 
Something common to all their models, besides the big “S” covering the inner sail of their gliders, is 
the technically oriented production, going from computer design to the laser cut of all the cloth 
pieces. This last detail makes for an unusual precision and definition. Perhaps they could do with 
more sizes. The cell openings [of the Ares 2] are small, the profile is thin and straight on its upper 
part, the arch is totally elliptic and the tips are narrow.
It has an original and indisputable personality. Mixed lines (sheathed and unsheathed), and original 
brake handles for a more precise steering; diagonals that go to the outer sail without causing 
wrinkles and, above all, a smooth, precise, direct and agile handling. Manoeuvrable and fast, solid 
and united in turbulence, with some amplitude of movements in pitch and roll that make it sportive, 
truly “Performance” class, without being difficult or critical to control. Suitable for the most 
ambitious cross country and competition flying in serial class. 
The Antea covers well the intermediate class right below (EN C) and the Eris 3 should satisfy those 
who feel the performance of this Ares 2 somewhat short for them. It is not a glider for everybody, 
but any pilot with previous experience in advance-intermediate gliders and logging over 50 hours 
of flight a year can perfectly fly the Ares 2.

In the ancient Greece, Ares was the Olympic god of war, son of Zeus and Hera; immortal. Then in 
Rome, he represented Mars.
Its high performance vocation to offer battle is clear. It has all the features of an advanced glider. 
Many narrow cells, a thin but stable profile, well defined and fairly flat outer sail. Lines every 3 ribs, 
cascading down to 2 levels, and 3 on the tips, with 4 lines per riser, which improves the precision 
of the torsion angle of the tips. Thin unsheathed lines on the upper galleries and thin Dyneema 
sheathed lines on the lower.
The planform is sharp on the tips and the arch is very flat on the centre, making for a small real 
surface.
The result is a fast and agile wing that can be steered with low brake travel and it does not seem 
nervous or unstable. It is not tiring and the brake can be even more precise when you use the 
upper part of its ingenious handle, equipped with a small rigid part that adapts perfectly to the inner 
part of your hand and allows for centimetre-precise doses of braking. And it is just as comfortable 
used as a standard brake handle.
Sky counts on a laser plotter for cutting each piece of sail. This way they obtain maximum 
precision and pattern fidelity (compared to most manufacturers that cut several layers of cloth with 
a manual electric shear).
This technology does not allow a big simultaneous production but contributes to the exquisite 
definition of their gliders.
The inflation is technical because of its high aspect ratio, and once the Ares 2 is above your head 
you have to speed it up so that it does not shoot forward, or hold it with the brakes. The cell 
openings are big for this category and the ribs have Trilam reinforcement, which is narrower in 
between the ribs without suspension lines. It is all thought so that inflation or surges are not heavy.
The turn is extremely smooth and precise requiring low brake travel (less than 30 cm) for any 
manoeuvre; it reacts perfectly to the inputs on the outer brake, and when steering near the slope or 
climbing in thermals you will feel that it is a very fine glider. But it does not behave nervously or 
shoot forward asymmetrically nor does it react with sudden changes of pressure in turbulence. It 
feels rigid.
[The Ares 2] is neither on the bottom of the class (slow 2-3 gliders) or on the top (domesticated 
competition wings, but nervous or demanding). It could sit in the middle of the scale. Big ears are 
easy to do; the Bs, accessible; the speed system has a top on the middle of the travel to reduce 
the total length and change the hardness from half speedbar.
Almost 60 k/h can be reached and trim speed is nearly 40 km/h.
Big words for cross country flights or competition in Serial class. Experience and a good handful of 
flight hours a year are essential. Otherwise, Sky has good intermediate wings in the lower classes. 



The most successful perhaps is the Antea (EN C), or the Atis (B). Above, only the Eris 3 
(competition), with aspect ratio of 6.5, trimmers and 4 sizes (all small).
The aggressive appearance of the Ares does it no justice in flight, calmer than its sharp shape 
suggests. Predictable, with short and precise handling; fast and neatly manufactured, original.  

Technical sheet
Inflation, technical because of its AR **
Start of turn, efficient and very precise ***
Inversion of turn, fluent and agile ***
Very slow turn, achieved with little brake ***

Stability
Slow flight, requires low brake travel ***
Normal flight, goes on rails, filters all ***
Fast flight, 2 steps speed bar ***
Pitch, dynamic, asks control **
Roll, manoeuvres with only 30 cm ***
Turn, precise steering ***
Stall, within normal braking **
Tension, very compact, few losses of pressure ***

Equipment
Brake every 3 ribs and every 2 on the tips.
4 brake-rings on the trailing edge. Profile thickness: 16%.
49 partial diagonals to the outer sail.
Flexible brake handles with magnets and steering rod.
Cells: 69 open and 8 closed. Cleaning velcro.
Speed system (2 pulleys) travel: 16 cm; bar: 24 cm.
Lines: 4 risers, 2 and 3 floors, suspension lines every 3 cells.
Maillons inox. with plastic part – non split As.
 Rigid edging of Dacron on trailing edge
Trilam reinforcements on ribs.
Cell openings: from 16x10 to 15x4 cm

Materials
Outer/Inner sail: Skytex 9017 E77A and E38A 40 grs/m2
Ribs: Skytex 9017 E29A of 50 grs/m2
Lines: Aramide Edelrid 0,8mm (unsheathed)
Dyneema Liros 1,0 – 1,15 – 1,4 & 1,6 mm (sheathed)

Performance (Ares 2 L)
Speed Load: 115 kg (4,49 kg/m2)
Minimum 24 km/h
Minimum sink rate 50% brake 34 km/h
Maximum glide rate (trim speed) 39 km/h
Maximum: 100% speed bar 58 km/h
Minimum sink rate: 1,05 m/s at 34 km/h
Max glide rate: 9,5 at 39 km/h 

Measures at 1500 m QNH and 8ºC (Skywatch Pro & Compeo)

*Test report EN Certification
*Characteristics (technical data)
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